Looking at a lexical item's lexicographical universe with LEXDIS
QUERY: friends(doctor,pos:n,w:30)
f(academic,n,45,doctor,n).
f(attend,v,37,doctor,n).
f(be,v,38,doctor,n).
f('bedside manner',n,31,doctor,n).
f(case,n,38,doctor,n).
f('check-up',n,30,doctor,n).
f(chemist,n,31,doctor,n).
f(college,n,58,doctor,n).
f(consultant,n,32,doctor,n).
f(couch,n,30,doctor,n).
f(degree,n,35,doctor,n).
f(dentist,n,30,doctor,n).
f(do,v,48.5,doctor,n).
f(doc,n,38,doctor,n).
f(doctor,n,180,doctor,n).
f(dr,n,93,doctor,n).
f(general,adj,31.5,doctor,n).
f('general practitioner',n,31,doctor,n).
f(get,v,31,doctor,n).
f(go,v,31,doctor,n).
f(gp,n,33,doctor,n).
f(intern,n,33,doctor,n).
f(leech,n,30,doctor,n).
f(locum,n,39,doctor,n).
f(malpractice,n,33,doctor,n).
f(master,n,31,doctor,n).
f(md,n,33,doctor,n).
f(medic,n,31,doctor,n).
f(medical,adj,35,doctor,n).
f(medical,n,48,doctor,n).
f(medicine,n,30,doctor,n).
f(nurse,n,52,doctor,n).
f(obstetrician,n,30,doctor,n).
f(phd,n,52,doctor,n).
f(physician,n,51,doctor,n).
f(practice,n,45,doctor,n).
f(practise,v,50,doctor,n).
f(practitioner,n,33,doctor,n).
f(prescribe,v,40,doctor,n).
f(profession,n,54,doctor,n).

f(quack,n,46,doctor,n).
f(qualified,adj,35,doctor,n).
f(registrar,n,33,doctor,n).
f(sawbones,n,30,doctor,n).
f(school,n,30,doctor,n).
f(see,v,42.5,doctor,n).
f(sick,adj,30,doctor,n).
f(specialist,n,36,doctor,n).
f(surgeon,n,57,doctor,n).
f(surgery,n,62,doctor,n).
f(swab,n,41,doctor,n).
f(take,v,31,doctor,n).
f(title,n,34,doctor,n).
f(university,n,38,doctor,n).
f(vet,v,34,doctor,n).
f('x-ray',n,32,doctor,n).

QUERY: show(leech,n)
leech n [] [] ci41351/co33006
[pond,full,struggled,swamp,tormented,mosquitoes,leeches,biologists,learned,secrete,an
ticoagulant,blood,clotting,suck,victims,kids,clung,passing,demanding,attention]
Def: [a leech is a small animal which looks rather like a worm and lives in water leeches
feed by attaching themselves to other animals and sucking their blood, a fat worm which
lives in wet places and fastens itself onto the bodies of humans and animals to take
their blood]
leech n [] [] ci41352 []
Def: a leech is also a person who gives attention to someone over a long period in
order to get their money or support
leech n [parasite] [] co33007 []
Def: if you call someone a leech you mean that they live off other people often making
money out of them used showing disapproval
leech n [] [am] lg35560 []
Def: any of several types of small wormlike creature living in wet places that pricks the
skin of animals and drinks their blood formerly used for lowering the blood pressure of
sick people
leech n [] [] lg35561 []
Def: a person who continually makes profit out of another
leech n [] [mdzm] lg35562 []
Def: old use or humor a doctor

QUERY: show(_G8,n,df:doctor)
bedside manner n [] [md] lg17979 [doctor,behaves,visiting,sick]
Def: the manner in which a doctor behaves when visiting a sick person
check-up n [] [] co9429 [medical,examination,doctor,dentist,gives,check,health,right]
Def: a check-up is a medical examination that a doctor or dentist gives you to check that
your health is all right
consulting room n [] [] co12195 [room,doctor,sees,patients]
Def: a consulting room is a room in which a doctor sees his or her patients
death certificate n [] [] co14599
[certificate,official,signed,doctor,states,cause,persons]
Def: a death certificate is an official certificate signed by a doctor which states the cause
of a persons death
family doctor n [] [] co20577 [doctor,gp,english]
Def: a family doctor is the same as a gp used in british english
flying doctor n [] [md,yt] co22432/lg29540
[cap,countries,sick,lonely,places,answer,radio,messages,doctor,australia,travels,aircraft,
visit,patients,live,distant,isolated,areas]
Def: [ often cap in australia and other countries a doctor who goes by aircraft to visit the
sick in distant lonely places in answer to radio messages,a flying doctor is a doctor
especially in australia who travels by aircraft to visit patients who live in distant or
isolated areas]
general practice n [place] [] co24237
[practice,work,doctor,treats,sick,surgery,homes,hospital,specialize,illnesses,methods,tre
atment,english]
Def: general practice is the work of a doctor who usually treats sick people at a surgery
or in their homes not in a hospital and who does not specialize in particular illnesses or
methods of treatment used mainly in british english
general practitioner n [] [md] lg30736
[doctor,trained,medicine,work,practice,---,--,treat,local,area]
Def: a doctor who is trained in general medicine and whose work general practice --- -is to treat people in a certain local area
group therapy n [] [pszy] lg31589
[treating,disorders,mind,bringing,sufferers,talk,difficulties,doctor,trained,leader]
Def: a way of treating disorders of the mind by bringing sufferers together to talk about
their difficulties usu with a doctor or specially trained leader
house physician n [] [md] lg33125 [chief,doctor,living,hospital]

Def: the chief doctor living in a hospital
waiting room n [] [hh,md] lg55615 [room,doctors,office,see,doctor]
Def: a room for those who are waiting such as one in a doctors office for people waiting
to see the doctor
waiting-room n [] [] co64321
[room,railway,station,doctors,surgery,sit,wait,train,doctor,ready,see]
Def: a waiting-room is a room in a place such as a railway station or a doctors surgery
where people can sit and wait until it is time for their train until the doctor is ready to see
them etc
witch doctor n [] [] co65926
[doctor,societies,example,africa,heals,religious,functions,thought,magic,powers]
Def: a witch doctor is a person in some societies for example in africa who heals people
or has religious functions and who is thought to have magic powers
x-ray n [photograph,radiograph] [] co66702/co66703
[stream,radiation,pass,solid,materials,doctors,examine,bones,organs,inside,airports,peo
ples,luggage,picture,sending,x-rays,body,photographic,plate,film,help,doctor,see,wrong]
Def: [an x-ray is a stream of radiation that can pass through some solid materials x-rays
are used by doctors to examine the bones or organs inside your body and are
sometimes used at airports to see inside peoples luggage,a picture made by sending xrays through your body onto a photographic plate or film in order to help a doctor see if
there is anything wrong with you]
x-ray n [] [] co66704 [medical,examination,doctor,uses,x-rays,look,inside,body,fairly]
Def: a medical examination in which a doctor uses x-rays to look at the inside of your
body a fairly informal use
abortionist n [] [md] lg15308 [doctor,intentionally,causes,abortion]
Def: a person esp a doctor who intentionally causes an abortion
anaesthetist n [] [] ci2140 [doctor,gives,anaesthetic,hospital]
Def: an anaesthetist is a doctor who gives anaesthetic to people in hospital
anaesthetist n [] [] co1792 [english,doctor,specializes,giving,anaesthetics,patients]
Def: an anaesthetist is in british english a doctor who specializes in giving anaesthetics
to patients
anaesthetist n [] [md,on] lg16151 [doctor,gives,anaesthetic,patient,treated]
Def: a doctor who gives an anaesthetic to a patient before he is treated by another
doctor
anesthesiologist n [anaesthetist] [] co1877
[english,doctor,specializes,giving,anaesthetics,patients]

Def: an anesthesiologist in american english is a doctor who specializes in giving
anaesthetics to patients
anesthetist n [] [] ci2141 [anaesthetist,doctor,gives,anaesthetic,hospital]
Def: an anaesthetist is a doctor who gives anaesthetic to people in hospital
anteroom n [] [ac,md] lg16353 [room,wait,seeing,doctor]
Def: a room in which people wait as before seeing a doctor
autopsy n [post-mortem] [md,lw] autopsy%1:04:00::&ci4131/lg17188#co3276
[necropsy,post-mortem,PM,postmortem examination,post-mortem
examination,dissection,determine,changes,produced,disease,cutting,postmortem,exami
nation,dead,body,doctor,cuts,open,try,discover,cause,death]
Def: [an examination and dissection of a dead body to determine cause of death or the
changes produced by disease, the cutting open and examination of a dead body in
order to discover the cause of death postmortem, an examination of a dead body esp by
cutting it open to discover the cause of death postmortem ,an autopsy is an examination
of a dead body by a doctor who cuts it open to try to discover the cause of death]
bleeper n [] [] co5527 [electrical,device,example,doctor,carries,bleeps,needed]
Def: a bleeper is an electrical device which someone for example a doctor carries
around with them and which bleeps to tell them that they are needed
bonesetter n [] [md] lg18886 [doctor,puts,peoples,broken,bones]
Def: a person not a doctor who puts peoples broken bones back into place
case n [] [] co8582 [problem,doctor,solicitor,social,worker,dealing]
Def: a case is also a person or a problem that someone such as a doctor solicitor or
social worker is dealing with
casebook n [] [is] co8601/lg20621
[doctor,worker,officer,written,record,doctors,police,social,workers,cases,dealt]
Def: [a casebook is a written record of the cases dealt with by a doctor social worker
police officer etc, a written record kept by doctors police social workers etc of the cases
they have dealt with]
caseload n [] [] ci10168 [amount,work,doctor,lawyer,period]
Def: the amount of work which someone esp a doctor or lawyer has to do in a period of
time
chemist n [drugstore,pharmacy] [] ci11268/co9472
[medicine,prescribed,cosmetics,english,shop,buy,medicines,including,ordered,doctor,m
ake-up,products,washing]
Def: [the chemist or the chemists is a shop where you can buy medicine that has been
prescribed by your doctor and also other medicines cosmetics etc used in british
english, a shop where you can buy medicines including those which can only be

ordered for someone by a doctor make-up and products used for washing yourself]
chemist n [pharmacist] [] co9473 [qualified,give,medicines,prescribed,doctor,english]
Def: a chemist is also a person who is qualified to give people medicines that are
prescribed by a doctor used in british english
chemists n [] [] ci11269 [shop,buy,medicines,including,ordered,doctor,makeup,products,washing]
Def: a shop where you can buy medicines including those which can only be ordered
for someone by a doctor make-up and products used for washing yourself
clinic n [surgery] [] co10263 [period,doctor,expert,subject,gives,help,advice]
Def: you can also use clinic to refer to a particular period of time during which someone
such as a doctor or an expert in a particular subject gives help or advice to people
clinician n [] [] ci12385 [doctor,qualified,area,highly,skilled,health,work]
Def: a clinician is someone such as a doctor who is qualified in an area of highly skilled
health work
consultant n [] [md,on] lg23373/lg23374
[professional,high,ranking,hospital,doctor,gives,specialist,advice,addition,ordinary]
Def: [ a person who gives specialist professional advice to others, esp bre a high
ranking hospital doctor who gives specialist advice in addition to that given by an
ordinary doctor]
consultant n [] [] ci70873 [specialist,doctor,works,knows,area,medicine]
Def: a specialist also consultant is also a doctor who works in and knows a lot about
one particular area of medicine
consultant n [] [] co12189
[experienced,doctor,specializes,area,medicine,senior,position,hospital]
Def: a consultant is an experienced doctor who specializes in one area of medicine
especially one who has a senior position in a hospital
couch n [] [md,fu] lg23917 [bed-like,furniture,lies,examined,doctor]
Def: a bed-like piece of furniture on which a person lies when being examined by a
doctor
dermatologist n [] [] ci18440 [doctor,studies,treats,skin,diseases]
Def: a dermatologist is a doctor who studies and treats skin diseases
diet n [] [fo] lg25859/lg25860 [bego,start,living,limited,list,food,drink,allowed,doctor]
Def: [ bego on a diet to be start living on a limited list of food and drink, a limited list of
food and drink that one is allowed esp by a doctor]
diet n [] [] co15713 [restricted,range,food,doctor,tells,eat,improve,health]

Def: a special restricted range of food that a doctor tells a person to eat in order to
improve their health
doc n [] [on,md] lg26388/lg26390 [doctor]
Def: [ doctor ]
doc n [] [] ci20162 [medical,university,doctor]
Def: a medical or university doctor
doc n [] [] co16689 [doctor]
Def: you can refer to a doctor as doc an informal word
doctorate n [] [edzd] lg26409 [degree,title,rank,doctor,nonmedical]
Def: the degree title or rank of a doctor esp a nonmedical one
dope n [] [dg] lg26565
[drug,forbidden,law,except,orders,doctor,improve,performance,animals,produce,uncons
ciousness,pleasant,effect,body,mind]
Def: infml a drug whose use is forbidden by law except on the orders of a doctor taken
to improve the performance of people or animals to produce unconsciousness or
because of a pleasant effect on the body or mind
dr n [] [] co17127 [written,doctor,persons,name]
Def: dr is a written abbreviation for doctor used before a persons name
drugstore n [] [] ci11271/co17587
[large,range,sold,eat,simple,meals,english,shop,buy,medicines,including,ordered,doctor,
make-up,products,washing]
Def: [a drugstore is a shop where a large range of things are sold including medicines
and where you can also buy and eat simple meals used in american english, a shop
where you can buy medicines including those which can only be ordered for someone
by a doctor make-up and products used for washing yourself]
fee n [] [] lg28729
[sum,money,paid,professional,services,doctor,lawyer,private,school]
Def: a sum of money paid for professional services to a doctor lawyer private school etc
forceps n [] [] co22759
[instrument,consisting,narrow,arms,form,pincers,tongs,doctor,hold,firmly,help,deliver,ba
by]
Def: are an instrument consisting of two long narrow arms in the form of pincers or
tongs forceps are used by a doctor to hold something firmly and are sometimes used to
help deliver a baby
geriatrician n [] [] ci29561 [doctor,specializes,care,treatment,old,ill]
Def: a geriatrician is a doctor who specializes in the care and treatment of old people

who are ill
geriatrician n [] [md] lg30797 [doctor,specializes,geriatrics]
Def: a doctor who specializes in geriatrics
gp n [general_practitioner] [] ci30978/co25412
[specialize,medicine,practice,illness,general,practitioner,doctor,provides,medical,treatm
ent,treats,live,area]
Def: [a gp is a doctor who does not specialize in any particular area of medicine but who
has a medical practice in which he or she treats all types of illness an abbreviation for
general practitioner, general practitioner a doctor who provides general medical
treatment and who treats people who live in a particular area]
gynaecologist n [] [] ci32078
[doctor,specializes,treatment,womens,diseases,reproductive,organs]
Def: a gynaecologist is a doctor who specializes in the treatment of womens diseases
esp those of the reproductive organs
gynecologist n [] [] ci32079
[gynaecologist,doctor,specializes,treatment,womens,diseases,reproductive,organs]
Def: a gynaecologist is a doctor who specializes in the treatment of womens diseases
esp those of the reproductive organs
homoeopath n [] [mdzq] lg32841
[doctor,treats,disease,giving,small,amounts,drug,larger,produce,illness]
Def: a person usu a doctor who treats a disease by giving very small amounts of a type
of drug which in larger amounts would usually produce an illness like that disease
houseman n [] [] ci35228 [male,female,doctor,training,works,hospital]
Def: a male or female doctor who is still training and who works in a hospital
houseman n [intern] [] co28593 [doctor,junior,post,hospital,english]
Def: a houseman is a doctor who has a junior post in a hospital used mainly in british
english
houseman n [] [md] lg33113 [junior,doctor,completing,hospital,training,living]
Def: a junior doctor completing hospital training and often esp in britain living in the
hospital
injection n [treatment,jab] [] co30180
[doctor,nurse,pricks,skin,needle,syringe,puts,drugs,liquids,blood,prevent,illnesses,infecti
on]
Def: if you have an injection someone usually a doctor or nurse pricks your skin with the
needle of a syringe and puts drugs or other liquids into your blood injections are usually
used to prevent illnesses or infection

integrity n [] [] ci37828
[artisticprofessional,writer,doctor,meaning,high,artistic,standards,job,determination,lower
]
Def: people often refer to someones artisticprofessional integrity or their integrity as a
writer doctor etc meaning their high artistic standards or standards of doing their job and
their determination not to lower them
intern n [] [] ci35229 [male,female,doctor,training,works,hospital]
Def: a male or female doctor who is still training and who works in a hospital
intern n [houseman] [] co30603
[english,completed,complete,studies,medical,student,trained,doctor,hospital,supervision
]
Def: in american english an intern is someone who has completed or is about to
complete their studies as a medical student and who is being trained as a doctor in a
hospital under supervision
iud n [contraceptive] [] ci38670/co31063
[small,object,doctor,woman,wants,avoid,plastic,metal,inside,womans,womb,prevent,bec
oming,pregnant,intra-uterine,device]
Def: [ intra-uterine device a small object put by a doctor in the womb of a woman who
wants to avoid becoming pregnant,an iud is a piece of plastic or metal which is put
inside a womans womb in order to prevent her from becoming pregnant an abbreviation
for intra-uterine device]
lancet n [] [] ci40552/co32335
[doctor,uses,small,knife,sharp,point,edges,doctors,cutting,peoples,skin]
Def: [ a small knife with two cutting edges and a sharp point that a doctor uses when
cutting the skin,a lancet is a small knife with a sharp point and two sharp edges it is
used by doctors for cutting peoples skin]
leech n [] [mdzm] lg35562 [old,humor,doctor]
Def: old use or humor a doctor
locum n [] [] ci42767 [elses,job,period,medical,worker,doctor]
Def: a person who does someone elses job for a period of time esp a medical worker
such as a doctor
locum n [substitute,stand-in] [] co34199
[doctor,priest,work,example,second,holiday,ill]
Def: a locum is a doctor or priest who does the work for another doctor or priest for
example while the second doctor or priest is on holiday or ill
locum n [] [md,rl] lg36281 [doctor,priest,work]
Def: a doctor or priest doing the work of another who is away

lpn n [] [] ci43346
[licensed,practical,nurse,trained,provide,medical,care,following,instructions,doctor,highly
]
Def: licensed practical nurse a person who is trained to provide medical care by
following the instructions of a doctor or more highly trained nurse
malpractice n [] [md,lw] lg36864/lg36865
[example,behaviour,law,bad,treatment,doctor]
Def: [ an example of such behaviour, law bad treatment by a doctor]
md n [doctor] [] ci45062 [doctor,medicine,degree,work]
Def: doctor of medicine a degree which someone must have to work as a doctor
md n [] [] co35896
[doctor,medicine,degree,awarded,studied,qualified,letters,persons,name]
Def: md is an abbreviation for doctor of medicine a degree awarded to a person who
has studied medicine and who has qualified as a doctor the letters are usually used
after a persons name
medic n [] [] ci45243 [medical,student,doctor,work,military,corps,trained,army]
Def: a medical student or doctor or am any person who does medical work esp in the
military medical corps specially trained part of the army
medic n [] [] co36037 [doctor,medical,student]
Def: a medic is a doctor or medical student an informal word
medical n [] [] ci45246 [doctor,examines,see,healthy]
Def: during a medical a doctor examines you to see if you are healthy
medical n [check-up] [] co36039
[thorough,examination,body,doctor,example,start,new,job]
Def: a medical is a thorough examination of your body by a doctor for example before
you start a new job
medico n [] [] ci45259 [doctor]
Def: a doctor
medico n [] [] lg37456 [medical,doctor]
Def: a medical doctor
mo n [] [] ci46719/co37025 [doctor,works,armed,forces,medical,officer]
Def: [ medical officer,an mo is a doctor who works in the armed forces an abbreviation
for medical officer]
needle n [] [] co38303 [thin,metal,rod,point,doctor,acupuncture,sticks,patients,body]
Def: a long thin metal rod with a point which a doctor who does acupuncture sticks into

a patients body
neurologist n [] [mdzn] lg39268 [doctor,treats,studies,diseases,nervous,system]
Def: a doctor who treats or studies diseases of the nervous system
neurosurgeon n [] [] ci48782 [doctor,performs,operations,involving,brain,nerves]
Def: a doctor who performs operations involving the brain or nerves
nurse n [] [md,on] lg39714/lg39716
[woman,trained,take,care,sick,hurt,old,directed,doctor,hospital]
Def: [ a person typically a woman who is trained to take care of sick hurt or old people
esp as directed by a doctor in a hospital]
ob n [] [] ci50095 [obstetrician,doctor,training,care,pregnant,women,help,birth,babies]
Def: an obstetrician is a doctor with special training in how to care for pregnant women
and help in the birth of babies
obstetrician n [specialist] [] ci50094/co39361
[training,help,birth,babies,doctor,trained,deal,childbirth,care,pregnant,women,term,medi
cine]
Def: [ an obstetrician is a doctor with special training in how to care for pregnant women
and help in the birth of babies,an obstetrician is a doctor who is specially trained to deal
with childbirth and the care of pregnant women a technical term in medicine]
obstetrician n [] [on,md] lg39842 [doctor,specialist,obstetrics]
Def: a doctor who is a specialist in obstetrics
oculist n [] [] ci51016 [ophthalmologist,doctor,treats,eye,diseases]
Def: an ophthalmologist is a doctor who treats eye diseases
office n [room] [] ci50363/ci50372
[house,doctor,treats,room,building,work,sitting,tables,computers,telephones,business,or
ganization]
Def: [ the room or house in which a doctor treats people, a room or part of a building in
which people work esp sitting at tables with computers telephones etc usually as a part
of a business or other organization]
operation n [] [] co40094
[medical,form,treatment,doctor,cuts,open,patients,body,remove,replace,repair,diseased,
damaged]
Def: a medical operation is a form of treatment in which a doctor cuts open a patients
body in order to remove replace or repair a diseased or damaged part of it
ophthalmologist n [] [] ci51015 [doctor,treats,eye,diseases]
Def: an ophthalmologist is a doctor who treats eye diseases

paediatrician n [] [] ci52267 [doctor,training,medical,care,children]
Def: a doctor who has special training in medical care for children
paediatrician n [] [] co41016 [doctor,specializes,treating,childrens,illnesses]
Def: a paediatrician is a doctor who specializes in treating childrens illnesses
paramedic n [] [] ci52709 [trained,medical,work,doctor,nurse]
Def: a person who is trained to do medical work but who is not a doctor or nurse
pathologist n [] [mdzd] ci53255/lg41293
[expert,study,diseases,persons,cutting,open,discover,doctor,specialist,pathology,examin
es,dead,body,find,died]
Def: [ a pathologist is an expert in the study of diseases esp one who examines a dead
persons body often by cutting it open to discover how they died, a person esp a doctor
who is a specialist in pathology esp one who examines a dead body to find out how the
person has died]
patient n [] [] ci53269/ci53270 [in-patient,treated,outpatient,stays,home,receive,medical,care,hospital,example,once,month,see,doctor,nurse
,health,worker]
Def: [ an in-patient is a person who goes into hospital to receive medical care and stays
there while they are being treated, an out-patient is a person who stays at home while
they receive medical care but comes to the hospital at particular times for example once
a month to see a doctor nurse or other health worker]
patient n [] [] ci53268 [receiving,medical,care,cared,doctor,dentist,necessary]
Def: a person who is receiving medical care or who is cared for by a particular doctor or
dentist when necessary
patient n [] [] co41805 [receiving,medical,treatment,doctor,hospital,registered]
Def: a patient is a person who is receiving medical treatment from a doctor or hospital or
who is registered with a particular doctor
patient n [] [md] lg41301 [receiving,medical,treatment,doctor,andor,hospital]
Def: a person receiving medical treatment from a doctor andor in a hospital
patient n [] [md] lg41302 [doctor,medical,treatment]
Def: any of the group of people who go to a particular doctor when they need medical
treatment
pediatrician n [] [] ci52268 [doctor,training,medical,care,children]
Def: a doctor who has special training in medical care for children
pediatrician n [] [md] lg41536 [doctor,specializes,pediatrics]
Def: a doctor who specializes in pediatrics

pharmacy n [] [] ci11270 [shop,buy,medicines,including,ordered,doctor,makeup,products,washing]
Def: a shop where you can buy medicines including those which can only be ordered
for someone by a doctor make-up and products used for washing yourself
phd n [qualification] [] co42644
[degree,awarded,advanced,research,subject,written,account,doctor,philosophy]
Def: a phd is a degree awarded to people who have done advanced research into a
particular subject and have written an account of it an abbreviation for doctor of
philosophy
physical n [] [] ci45247 [medical,doctor,examines,see,healthy]
Def: during a medical a doctor examines you to see if you are healthy
physical n [] [] co42748 [examination,body,doctor,see,fit]
Def: a physical is an examination of someones body by a doctor to see how fit they are
physician n [] [] ci54581 [medical,doctor,general,skill,surgeon]
Def: a medical doctor esp one who has general skill and is not a surgeon
physician n [] [] co42753 [doctor,old-fashioned]
Def: a physician is a doctor an american or rather old-fashioned word
physician n [] [md] lg42056
[doctor,treats,diseases,medicines,opposed,surgeon,performs,operations]
Def: a doctor esp one who treats diseases with medicines as opposed to a surgeon
who performs operations
placebo n [] [] ci55344/co43284
[harmless,inactive,doctor,gives,patient,instead,example,effects,imagined,illness,substan
ce,medicine,told,testing,effect,drug]
Def: [a placebo is a harmless inactive substance that a doctor gives to a patient instead
of a drug for example when testing the effects of a drug or when the patient has
imagined their illness, a substance that is not a medicine but that is given to someone
who is told that it is a medicine usually used as a way of testing the effect of a drug
given to others]
practice n [] [md,lw] lg43514 [regular,work,doctor,lawyer]
Def: regular work of a doctor or lawyer
practice n [] [md,lw] lg43515
[business,doctor,lawyer,money,value,trusted,connection,serves,services]
Def: the business of a doctor or lawyer esp as having a money value because of his
trusted connection with the people he serves the place where this business is done the
kind or number of people using his services

practitioner n [] [md,lw] co44596/lg43516 [works,profession,doctor,lawyer]
Def: [a person who works as a doctor or lawyer, a person who works in a profession esp
a doctor or lawyer]
prescription n [form] [] ci57409/co44839
[give,chemist,exchange,script,paper,doctor,writes,details,medicine,drugs,needs]
Def: [a prescription is a piece of paper on which a doctor writes an order for medicine
and which you give to a chemist in exchange for the medicine, a prescription aus
informal script is a piece of paper on which a doctor writes the details of the medicine or
drugs that someone needs]
prescription n [] [] ci57410 [doctor,writing,needs,medicine,drug]
Def: prescription is the act of a doctor writing down that someone needs a particular
medicine or drug
prescription n [] [] co44840 [medicine,doctor,orders]
Def: medicine which a doctor orders for you
prescription n [] [mdzm] lg43727
[medicine,treatment,ordered,doctor,persons,illness,written,describing,preparation]
Def: a particular medicine or treatment ordered by a doctor for a persons illness a
written order describing the preparation and use of this
profession n [] [] ci58016
[work,training,skill,doctor,lawyer,business,industry,called,professions]
Def: some types of work which need special training and skill such as being a doctor or
lawyer but not work in business or industry are sometimes called the professions
prognosis n [] [] co45384 [prediction,doctor,illness,develop,likely,patient,cured]
Def: a prediction by a doctor of how a particular illness will develop and how likely it is
that the patient will be cured
psychiatrist n [] [] ci58603 [doctor,trained,psychiatry]
Def: a psychiatrist is a doctor who is also trained in psychiatry
psychiatrist n [shrink] [] co45778
[doctor,treats,suffering,mental,illness,physical,diseases]
Def: a psychiatrist is a doctor who treats people suffering from mental illness rather than
physical diseases
psychiatrist n [] [pszy] lg44576 [doctor,trained,psychiatry]
Def: a doctor trained in psychiatry
pulse n [beat] [mdzp] ci58905/lg44742
[blood,vessels,carrying,doctor,regular,beating,heart,felt,wrist,side,neck]
Def: [ the regular beating of blood in the main blood vessels carrying blood from the

heart esp as felt by a doctor at the wrist, the regular beating of the heart esp when it is
felt at the wrist or side of the neck]
quack n [] [] ci59447 [doctor]
Def: a quack is also a doctor
quack n [] [] co46398 [doctor,unqualified,claims,skilled,medicine,disapproval]
Def: a quack is a doctor or an unqualified person who claims to be skilled in medicine
used showing disapproval
radiologist n [] [] co46766 [doctor,trained,radiology]
Def: a radiologist is a doctor who is trained in radiology
receptionist n [] [on] lg45632 [receives,arriving,hotel,visiting,doctor]
Def: a person who receives people arriving in a hotel visiting a doctor etc
record n [] [] ci60792 [information,stored,police,doctor]
Def: a record of someone or something is information about that person or thing which
is stored by the police or by a doctor
registrar n [doctor] [] ci61176 [hospital,doctor]
Def: a type of hospital doctor
registrar n [] [] co47949 [senior,hospital,doctor]
Def: a senior hospital doctor
resident n [] [] ci35230 [male,female,doctor,training,works,hospital]
Def: a male or female doctor who is still training and who works in a hospital
rx n [] [] ci63836 [medical,prescription,written,doctor,describing,medicine,receive]
Def: a medical prescription a written order by a doctor describing what medicine a
person should receive
sawbones n [] [] ci64549 [doctor,surgeon]
Def: a doctor or surgeon
sawbones n [] [md,on] lg47689 [doctor,surgeon]
Def: a doctor or surgeon
section n [] [mdzs] lg48238 [cutting,doctor,operation]
Def: a cutting by a doctor in an operation
spatula n [] [] ci70800 [small,wood,doctor,hold,tongue,examine,mouth,throat]
Def: a spatula is also a small piece of wood used by a doctor to hold someones tongue
down in order to examine their mouth or throat

specialist n [] [md,on] lg50319/lg50320
[doctor,gives,treatment,kinds,diseases,interests,skills,limited,field,work,study,expert]
Def: [ a doctor who gives treatment in a particular way or to certain kinds of people or
diseases, a person who has special interests or skills in a limited field of work or study
expert]
specialist n [] [] co55219 [doctor,treats,disease,treatment]
Def: a doctor who treats one particular kind of disease or does one particular kind of
treatment
stethoscope n [] [md] ci72538/lg51123#co56422
[uses,sounds,inside,body,places,hollow,tube,connects,earpieces,equipment,tubes,fixed,
small,disc,listen,heart,lungs,medical,instrument,pipelike,fitted,doctors,ears,placed,chest,
doctor,hear,sound,heartbeat]
Def: [a stethoscope is an instrument that a doctor uses to listen to your heart and other
sounds inside your body it consists of a small disc that the doctor places on your body
and a hollow tube that connects the disc to earpieces, a piece of medical equipment
which has two tubes which doctors put into their ears fixed to a small disc which is put
on your chest or back so that they can listen to your heart or lungs, a medical
instrument with pipelike parts to be fitted into the doctors ears and another to be placed
on someones chest so that the doctor may hear the sound of the heartbeat]
stitch n [suture] [] co56599 [turn,thread,doctor,uses,join,edges,deep,cut]
Def: a stitch is also one turn of a special piece of thread that a doctor uses to join the
edges of a deep cut together
surgeon n [] [] ci74604/co57980 [surgery,doctor,trained,perform,medical,operations]
Def: [a surgeon is a medical doctor who is specially trained to perform surgery, a doctor
who is specially trained to perform medical operations]
surgeon n [] [on,md] lg51966 [doctor,job,practise,surgery]
Def: a doctor whose job is to practise surgery
surgery n [advice,consulting_room] [] ci74614#co57982
[fixed,period,opening,ask,room,house,doctor,dentist,works,receive,advice,minor,treatme
nt]
Def: [ the fixed period of opening of a place where you can go to ask advice from or
receive treatment from a doctor or dentist,a surgery is the room or house where a
doctor or dentist works and where people go to receive advice or minor treatment]
surgery n [session] [] co57983&co57984
[regular,visit,member,parliament,discuss,problems,fixed,period,day,patients,see,doctor,e
nglish]
Def: [a regular period of time when people can visit their member of parliament in order
to discuss their problems used in british english,a fixed period of time each day when
patients can see their doctor at his or her surgery used in british english]

swab n [] [] co58103
[small,cotton,wool,doctor,nurse,cleaning,wound,amount,liquid,patients,body]
Def: a swab is a small piece of cotton wool used by a doctor or a nurse for cleaning a
wound or for taking a small amount of liquid from a patients body
title n [] [] co60531 [name,mrs,doctor,professor,own,status,profession,see]
Def: a name such as mr mrs doctor professor etc used before their own name in order
to show their status or profession see at title
title n [] [orza] lg53388 [name,lord,doctor,general,lady,sign,rank,profession]
Def: a word or name such as mr lord doctor general lady etc given to a person to be
used before his name as a sign of rank profession etc
vet n [] [mdzv] lg55195 [trained,animal,doctor,perform,operations]
Def: a trained animal doctor who can also perform operations
veterinarian n [] [] ci82090 [vet,animal,doctor]
Def: vet animal doctor
visit n [] [] co64067 [professional,doctor,solicitor,patient,client,see,give,advice]
Def: if a professional person such as a doctor or solicitor visits a patient or client they go
and see them in order to give them professional advice

QUERY: show(_G8,n,ex:doctor)
behaviour n [functioning,action] [] co4637/co4639
[laws,govern,light,universal,fleming,noted,penicillin,infections,human,exceptions,general
,rule,patterns,doctor,studied,hundreds,babies]
Def: [the behaviour of something is the typical way in which it functions according to the
laws of science,a persons behaviour is the way they act in general especially in relation
to the situation they are in or the people they are with]
check-up n [] [] co9429 [see,doctor,blood,test]
Def: a check-up is a medical examination that a doctor or dentist gives you to check that
your health is all right
district nurse n [] [] co16500 [ask,family,doctor,nurse,health,visitor]
Def: in britain a district nurse is a nurse who goes to peoples houses to give them
medical treatment
follow-up n [] [] co22569
[programme,month,report,progress,needed,treatment,specialist,doctor,conference,earlie
r,gabon]

Def: a follow-up visit programme etc is done as a continuation or second part of
something done previously
headed notepaper n [] [] co27105 [doctor,sent,letter,notepaper]
Def: notepaper which has the name and address of the person or organization it
belongs to printed at the top of each sheet
make up n [decide] [] co35137
[mind,book,apply,scholarship,doctor,prime,ministers,largely,persistence,lord,northcliffe]
Def: if you make up your mind you make a decision about something or you decide to
do something
relative clause n [] [ln] lg45977 [man,lives,door,doctor,form,clause]
Def: a part of a sentence that has a verb in it and is joined to the rest of the sentence
by a relative adverb or relative pronoun
relative pronoun n [] [ln] lg45978 [man,lives,door,doctor]
Def: a word like who which that etc in this sentence
so-and-so n [] [] co54511 [say,names,dr,think,medical,doctor,ask,woman]
Def: you use so-and-so instead of a name title word etc when you are talking about a
class of things or people rather than a particular member of the class
summing-up n [summary] [] co57730 [summing,judge,returned,played,doctor,case]
Def: in a trial the judges summing-up is the speech he or she makes to the jury at the
end of a trial to remind them of the evidence and the main arguments of the case they
have heard
x-ray n [] [md] lg56749 [doctor,examined,see,showed,wrong,lungs]
Def: a photograph taken using this
aa n [alcohol] [] ci66
[helphelps,thousands,year,stop,drinking,doctor,advised,meetings,talk,trying]
Def: an organization for people who drink too much alcohol and who want to cure
themselves of this habit
abdomen n [] [md,oz] ci100/lg15279 [patient,complaining,pain,doctor]
Def: [ the lower part of a persons or animals body which contains the stomach bowels
and other organs or the end of an insects body, a main part of the body in animals being
in man and other mammals the part between the chest and legs containing the stomach
bowels etc and in insects the end part of the body joined to the thorax]
account n [] [] lg15411 [doctor,man,village]
Def: fml importance value worth
advice n [] [] lg15647 [asked,doctor,staying,bed]

Def: opinion given by one person to another on how that other should behave or act
agency n [] [] ci1247 [sand,dunes,formed,wind,freed,prison,doctor]
Def: nil
agony n [] [md,ps] lg15778/lg15779
[lay,doctor,arrived,agonies,doubt,suffered,broken,arm]
Def: [ very great pain or suffering of mind or body]
alarm n [warning] [] ci1549
[violence,raise,pulling,emergency,cord,sound,screamed,loudly,give,bomb,alerts,false,al
arms,third,local,doctor,latest,virus,name,rang,bells,mind]
Def: a loud noise flashing light etc that gives a warning of danger
allegation n [] [] ci1714
[patients,allegations,professional,misconduct,doctor,dwight,receiving,money,known,crim
inals,caused,scandal]
Def: an allegation is a statement made without giving any proof that someone has done
something esp something wrong or illegal
antibiotic n [] [md,rx] ci2593/lg16368
[antibiotics,throat,infection,doctor,recommended,onemonth,course,clear,acne,promote,growth,farm,animals,beehive,glue,contains,substance
,effect,medicines]
Def: [ a medical substance such as penicillin produced by living things and able to stop
the growth of or destroy harmful bacteria that have entered the body, a medicine or
chemical that can destroy harmful bacteria in the body or limit their growth]
application n [] [md] lg16546 [able,doctor]
Def: the substance esp medicine put on
appointment n [arrangement] [] ci2891/co2322
[editor,arkansas,gazette,doctors,id,doctor,evans,morning,please,cancel,dental,see,ms,e
dwards,oclock,secretary,remind,appointments,second,missed,house,sale,bedrooms,vie
wing]
Def: [an appointment with someone or an appointment to see them is an arrangement
to see them at a particular time usually in connection with their job, a formal
arrangement to meet or visit someone at a particular time and place]
appointment n [] [] lg16551 [doctor]
Def: a meeting at an agreed time and place
apprehension n [] [ps] ci2917/lg16567
[felt,safety,son,apprehensions,accident,fulfilled,office,new,director,margot,voiced,genera
l,asked,changes,diane,waited,examination,results,feeling,arrived,hospital,state,doctor,s
ay]

Def: [ anxiety esp about the future fear, anxiety about the future fear that something
unpleasant is going to happen]
attendance n [] [] lg17047 [doctor,sick,man]
Def: the act of attending esp in the phr in attendance on
auxiliary n [] [] lg17194 [doctor,hoping,find,work]
Def: a person or thing that offers or gives help
breath n [] [] ci8198/co6758
[piggy,let,gasp,smell,whisky,running,left,shout,help,pausing,draw,told,everything,stop,mi
nutes,catch,id,short,burst,room,redfaced,hold,whole,country,held,waited,news,gasping,pulled,water,doctor,take,deep]
Def: [your breath is the air which you take into and let out of your lungs when you
breathe, the air that you take into and let out of your lungs]
brother n [] [] lg19519 [doctor,stand]
Def: a male member of the same group
call n [] [] ci9368
[doctor,seward,morning,nurse,calls,afternoon,thought,id,pay,old,friend,mine,weekend]
Def: a call can be a short official visit usually made by someone whose job is
connected with health
call n [] [] co7985 [firemen,town,receive,twelve,hundred,calls,year,doctor,answer]
Def: a request from someone asking you to go to them
capitation n [] [] ci9746 [doctors,receive,per,patient,lose,money,transfers,doctor]
Def: a tax charge or amount which is fixed at the same level for everyone
case n [] [] co8582 [discussed,fully,doctor,chevington,take,clearly,treatment]
Def: a case is also a person or a problem that someone such as a doctor solicitor or
social worker is dealing with
casualty n [department] [] co8702
[young,doctor,shown,unprofessional,lack,control,ward]
Def: casualty is the part of a hospital where people who have been hurt in accidents are
taken for emergency treatment
change n [] [] lg21078 [avoid,defeat,leadership,doctor,girl,better,seriously,ill]
Def: an example of the act or result of changing
channel n [way] [] ci10895
[difficulties,situation,countries,lack,proper,communication,doctor,played,role,opening,ch
annels,families,marketing,official,confirmed,established,regular,distribution,products,gov
ernment,pursued,diplomaticofficial,free,hostages,complaint,flights,except,complain,quiet

ly,work,energy,enthusiasm]
Def: a way of giving directing or communicating something
charlatan n [impostor] [] co9319 [doctor,shrewd,old,rogue]
Def: a charlatan is someone who deceives other people by pretending to have special
skills or knowledge that they do not really possess used showing disapproval
checkup n [] [md] ci11195/lg21292
[regular,checkups,dental,once,six,months,look,tired,ill,doctor,gave,wrong]
Def: [ a medical examination to test your general state of health, a general medical
examination]
cheek n [] [] ci11198 [lowered,trousers,injection,doctor,asked,wanted]
Def: a cheek is also either of the two halves of your bottom
chest n [part] [mdza] ci11305#co9499&lg21349
[shot,point,blank,range,hospitalized,leg,injuries,shirt,open,waist,revealing,hairy,doctor,c
omplaining,folded,arms,severe,pains,x-ray]
Def: [ the upper front part of the body of humans and some animals between the
stomach and the neck enclosing the heart and lungs,your chest is the top part of the
front of your body between your neck and your waist where your ribs lungs and heart
are, the upper front part of the body enclosing the heart and lungs]
chit n [note] [bzzc] ci11537/lg21517 [work,youll,doctor]
Def: [ an official note giving information or showing a sum of money that is owed or has
been paid, a short letter esp a signed note showing a sum of money owed for drinks
food etc]
circulation n [] [mdza] lg21746 [poor,ought,see,doctor,regularly]
Def: the flow of gas or liquid around a closed system esp the movement of blood
through the body
clinic n [] [mdzm] co10262/lg22026
[checked,own,doctor,child,health,dental,family,planning,psychiatric,recommend,jobs,dist
urbed,patients,near,station,eye]
Def: [a clinic is a building where people go to receive advice or treatment especially a
part of a hospital where doctors or other medical experts deal with particular aspects of
peoples health, a building or part of a hospital where a group of people esp doctors give
usu specialized medical treatment and advice]
college n [] [] ci13038 [years,want,doctor]
Def: college is also university
complication n [] [] ci13735/co11540
[complications,says,shell,able,home,weeks,doctor,foresees,advise,hospital,measles,oh,
worry]

Def: [ a complication is also an additional medical problem which makes it more difficult
to treat an existing illness,an additional medical problem which makes the treatment of
the original illness more difficult a technical term]
concord n [] [ln] lg23035 [doctor,smith,spent,years,studying,verb,noun]
Def: in grammar agreement between words esp with regard to their number
contagion n [] [] ci14482 [doctor,says,chance,school]
Def: nil
contagion n [contamination,infection] [] co12227 [doctor,says,chance,thousands,fled]
Def: contagion is the spreading of disease caused by someone touching another person
who is already affected by the disease a formal or medical term
contraceptive n [] [md] lg23463 [regular,advice,doctor,think,sex,less,pleasant]
Def: of concerning or being a drug or any object or material used inside or outside the
sex organs as a means of preventing an act of sex from resulting in the birth of a child
couple n [a_few,some] [] ci15449/co13020
[ago,hundred,boys,whiskies,gloves,cupboard,pair,theyre,lefthanded,lend,quid,sure,pounds,doctor,leg,better,days,kilometres,nearest,village,met,inter
esting,journalists,objected,proposal,vast,majority,approved,drinking,yes,beers,wait,hour
s,paint,dry,shell,retiring,years,lunch,weeks,enjoyed,living,weathers,terrible,last,economi
sts,expect,unemployment,fall,months,sorry,phone,busy]
Def: [a couple of things or quantities means approximately two things or quantities you
use this informal expression when you are not sure of the exact number of things or
quantities you are referring to and the number is not important, two or a few things that
are similar or the same or two or a few people who are in some way connected]
deal n [amount] [] ci17434
[week,work,talk,good,childhood,glasgow,great,effort,software,reliable,mrs,cox,better,yes
terday,doctor,money,finish,project]
Def: a large amount much
diagnosis n [] [] ci18833
[arthritis,joints,doctor,initial,therell,additional,examination,specialist,mechanics,car,need
s,new,engine,disease,extremely,difficult,early,stages]
Def: a diagnosis is a judgment about what a particular illness or problem is made after
making an examination
diet n [] [fo] lg25859/lg25860 [mustnt,chocolateim,doctor,ordered,sugar]
Def: [ bego on a diet to be start living on a limited list of food and drink, a limited list of
food and drink that one is allowed esp by a doctor]
diet n [] [] ci18975
[varies,countries,world,important,healthy,balanced,varied,rice,staple,china,children,exist

,burgers,chips,doctor,low-salt,reduce,blood,pressure]
Def: the food and drink usually taken by a person or group or a limiting for medical or
personal reasons of what you eat or drink
direction n [] [] co15913 [follow,directions,doctor,gives,write,end,asked,policeman]
Def: directions are instructions that tell you what to do how to do something or how to
get somewhere
discomfort n [] [] ci19423
[feel,pain,knee,asked,doctor,drill,tooth,feeling,rich,poor,country,discomforts,motorcycle,j
ourney,cold,cramp]
Def: a feeling of being uncomfortable physically or mentally or something that causes
this
dislocation n [] [md] lg26157/lg26158
[doctor,treated,suffering,dislocations,broken,bones]
Def: [ a case of being dislocated ]
dr n [medicine] [] ci20186
[decided,doctor,vet,prescribed,pills,good,see,cough,doctors,works,morning,smith]
Def: a person with a medical degree whose job is to treat people who are ill or hurt
drinking n [] [] ci21107 [christmas,driving,dangerous,doctor,told,change,habits]
Def: nil
duty n [obligation] [] co17848
[doctor,preserve,life,cared,ageing,parents,ten,years,young,woman,obviously,sense]
Def: if you say that something is your duty you mean that you feel you ought to do it
because it is right or because it is part of a code of behaviour that you believe in
error n [mistake] [] co19197
[own,country,strategic,doctor,committed,appalling,judgement,grammar,degree,inevitable
,guides]
Def: an error is something you have done which is considered to be incorrect or wrong
or which should not have been done see also trial and error
examination n [] [] lg28091 [doctor,carried,medical,undergo]
Def: an act of examining examine
excrescence n [] [] lg28150 [doctor,sort,strange,neck]
Def: an ugly growth on an animal or plant
exertion n [] [] lg28184 [doctor,says,avoid]
Def: a case of exerting an effort
exploration n [] [] ci24128

[livingstone,european,zambezi,river,columbus,voyage,led,discovery,new,world,carry,full,
alternatives,doctor,careful,childs,injuries,sources,energy,vital,future,planet]
Def: nil
eyewash n [liquid] [] ci24424 [doctor,prescribed,clear,eye,infection,think,grit]
Def: a liquid used to clean the eyes
fake n [] [] ci24745 [worked,ten,years,doctor,exposed,complete]
Def: if a person is a fake they are not what or whom they say they are
fat n [nutrient] [] co20778 [doctor,recommend,limiting,starch,diet]
Def: a substance contained in foods such as cheese and butter which forms an energy
store in your body
fluid n [] [] ci26957
[fever,best,drink,plenty,fluids,doctor,drained,lung,removed,loss,bodily,example,hot,drinki
ng,lead,dehydration,death]
Def: a substance which flows and is not solid
fraternity n [] [] lg30010 [member,medical,doctor]
Def: any association of people having work interests etc in common
frustration n [] [] lg30283
[father,wish,doctor,young,man,unhappy,reached,station,half,minute,late,sense,saw,train,
disappearing,bend]
Def: the act of frustrating or state of being frustrated
fulfillment n [] [] ci28607
[women,fulfilment,family,obligations,prevents,furtherance,career,due,circumstances,bey
ond,control,contract,delayed,weeks,son,became,doctor,dreams]
Def: nil
fulfilment n [] [] ci28606
[women,family,obligations,prevents,furtherance,career,due,circumstances,beyond,contr
ol,contract,delayed,weeks,son,became,doctor,dreams]
Def: nil
fullness n [] [] co23669/lg30328 [stomach,complained,doctor,feeling,eating]
Def: [fullness is the state that something is in when it is full, the condition of being full]
genius n [] [] ci29476/co24271
[man,greatest,scientific,artistic,creative,musical,einstein,mathematical,painter,matisse,a
bsolute,colour,thinks,son,budding,piano,age,showed,signs,idea,stroke,spark,distinguish
es,actors,simplicity,plan,raising,money,paid,doctor,say,yes,deaf,left,ear]
Def: [a genius is a person who has very great natural ability and talent especially for art
literature music or in scientific research, a person with very great and rare natural ability

or skill esp in a particular area such as science or art]
gentile n [jew,jewish] [] ci29490/co24282
[seemed,regard,englishman,suspicion,world,war,memorial,dedicated,jews,gentiles,circu
mcision,performed,doctor,pronounced,unclean]
Def: [a gentile is a person who is not jewish a technical term, relating to a person who is
not jewish]
growth n [] [] ci31714/co25986
[doctor,says,arm,cancerous,ache,removed,secondary,unsuccessful,operation]
Def: [ a growth is a lump growing on the outside or inside of a person animal or plant
which is caused by a disease,a lump that grows inside or on a person animal or plant
and that is caused by a disease or other abnormality]
heartbeat n [beat] [] ci33414/co27240
[running,head,listened,doctor,searched,vain,least,sound,babys,chest,awoke,state,extre
me,panic,rapid,heavy,breathing,heard]
Def: [ the regular movement or sound that the heart makes as it sends blood around
your body,a heartbeat is the regular movement of your heart as it pumps blood around
your body]
hour n [] [] ci35142
[village,cambridge,gets,paid,clock,strikes,trains,leave,buses,ten,minutes,war,declared,ei
ghteen,hundred,hours,agreed,car,stopped,outside,bank,doctor,call,day,night,worried,ph
oning,ungodly,works,granny,spent,talking,childhood]
Def: if you keep regularlateunusual hours you go to bed get up or work at
regularlateunusual times
hypochondria n [] [] ci35676 [worried,doctor,accuse]
Def: a state in which a person continually worries about their health without having any
reason to do so
illness n [ailment,complaint] [] co29167
[died,mysterious,finally,doctor,diagnosed,cures]
Def: an illness is a particular disease that people can suffer from such as a cold
measles or pneumonia
impostor n [] [] co29418 [doctor,malcolm]
Def: an impostor is a person who dishonestly pretends to be someone else in order to
get something that they want
inclination n [] [] lg33654#lg33657/lg33659&lg33656
[inclinations,follow,own,instead,thinking,feelings,life,doctorno,doctor]
Def: [ that which one likes liking wish for]
instance n [case] [] ci37704/co30390

[numerous,family,rifts,angry,scenes,think,doctor,right,pollock,extreme,failure,epitomizes,
recent,instances,planes,adequate,safety,checks,side,management,agree,saying]
Def: [an instance is a particular example or occurrence of an event situation person etc,
a particular situation event or fact esp an example of something that happens generally]
intelligentsia n [literati] [] ci37846/co30494
[born,liberal,mother,doctor,father,writer,illiterate,peasants,whom]
Def: [ highly educated people in a society esp those interested in the arts and in
politics,the intelligentsia in a country or community are the most educated people there
especially those interested in the arts philosophy and politics]
kit n [] [] ci39942 [tool,car,repair,firstaid,fighter,planes,crew,survival,kits,case,shot,women,home,pregnancytesting,doctor,think,pregnant]
Def: a set of things such as tools or clothes used for a particular purpose or activity
kudos n [glory,prestige] [] ci40299/co32178
[enjoys,successful,doctor,actor,amount,attached]
Def: [fame glory or admiration that someone gets as a result of a particular action or
achievement, the fame and public admiration that a person receives as a result of a
particular achievement or position in society]
lady n [] [] ci40445 [doctor]
Def: lady is sometimes added to the names of particular jobs
lady n [] [] lg35154 [doctor]
Def: also woman female
layman n [] [] co32767
[questions,doctor,puts,patient,irrelevant,task,industrial,experts]
Def: a layman is a person who is not trained qualified or experienced in a particular
subject or activity
life n [existence] [] ci41909/co33430
[frantically,tried,discover,sign,boys,mangled,body,last,hours,lifegiving,rain,far,allow,doctor,power,death]
Def: [ life is also the quality which makes people animals and plants different from
objects substances and things which are dead,life is the quality which people animals
and plants have when they are not dead and which objects and substances do not
have]
locum n [] [] ci42767 [doctor,holiday,see]
Def: a person who does someone elses job for a period of time esp a medical worker
such as a doctor
lump n [swelling,growth] [] ci43474/co34761

[report,recommending,women,examine,own,breasts,doctor,breast]
Def: [a lump on or in someones body is a small hard piece of flesh that is formed as a
result of an injury or an illness, a lump is also a hard swelling found in or on the body
esp because of illness or injury]
lunch n [] [] co34780 [day,see,doctor,engaged,conversation,breakfast,till]
Def: the time around midday when you have a meal
makings n [] [] lg36828 [good,doctor]
Def: the possibility of developing into
malpractice n [impropriety] [] co35202
[doctor,refused,give,treatment,trial,medical,fury,allegations,electoral]
Def: malpractice is behaviour in which someone breaks the law or the rules of their
profession in order to gain some personal advantage a legal term
measure n [] [] lg37418 [medicine,help,take,doctor,refuses,pay,shall]
Def: an action taken to gain a certain end
medication n [medicament] [] co36042 [cart,loaded,antibiotic,doctor,prescribe]
Def: medicine
medicine n [treatment] [] ci45253
[paediatric,preventative,orthodox,western,career,continuing,search,drugs,combat,viral,in
fections,presents,modern,greatest,challenges,plans,register,mature,student,law,doctor,u
nable,practise,own,country]
Def: the study of the treatment for illness or injury
midnight n [] [] lg37792 [doctor,received,call]
Def: in the middle of the night
mission n [church] [] co36930/lg38142
[miles,see,doctor,priest,ombachi,st,johns,college,anglican,school]
Def: [ often cap a building or an office or offices where the work of these people is
planned or carried out often cap a building or group of buildings in an area at home or
abroad in which a particular form of religion is taught medical services are given poor
people are helped etc,a building or group of buildings in which missionary work is
carried out]
mister n [] [] ci46616/lg38161
[moment,higher,degree,ill,doctor,george,brown,invited,dinner,excuse,spare,change,cup,
tea,listen,wanna,see,bar,ever]
Def: [ infml a man who has not got a title of rank or profession that he can add to his
name, the complete form of the title mr or an informal and often rude form of address for
a man]

mockery n [] [] lg38236 [medical,examination,doctor,hardly,looked,child]
Def: something untrue or pretended that is not worthy of any respect or serious
consideration
more n [further] [] co37371
[hour,diamonds,problems,discuss,take,coffee,vicar,visit,doctor,find,free,prescriptions]
Def: you can use more to refer to an additional amount of something or an additional
number of things
morphine n [] [] ci47293
[begged,shot,kill,pain,foot,gangrenous,army,doctor,injected,sawed,leg,below,knee,save,
life]
Def: a drug made from opium used to stop people from feeling pain or to make people
feel calmer
motion n [] [md] lg38621 [doctor,asked,mother,childs,regular]
Def: esp bre an act of emptying the bowels movement
news n [] [ra] ci48879/lg39296
[listen,oclock,radio,best,heard,weve,left,australia,tina,tom,divorced,write,doctor,alright,m
adge,resigned,took,everyone,surprise,watch,early,evening,home,work,interesting,share
s,company,rose,p,increased,profits,theyve,recently,marital,problems,desk,staffed,twenty
four,hours,day,last,year,broke,world,record,metres,afraid,bad,madam,husbands,seriousl
y,injured,road,accident,good,married]
Def: [ any of the regular reports of recent events broadcast on radio and television,
information or reports about recent events or a television or radio programme consisting
of such reports]
news n [] [] ci48880
[absolutely,devastated,doctor,broke,illness,assassination,hear,phil,paris,weekend,bad,c
ompany,job,madeleine,says,kates,new,boyfriend,good]
Def: if you break the news to someone you tell them about something bad which has
just happened and which has an effect on them
nick n [] [] lg39340 [doctor,says,heart,good,well-kept,house,excellent,repair]
Def: bodily condition shape esp in such phrs as in goodbad nick
note n [] [] co38989 [ask,doctor,sick,delivery]
Def: a short document that has to be signed by someone and that gives official
information about something see also promissory note
noun n [] [] ci49662 [doctor,tree,coal,beauty]
Def: in grammar a word that refers to a person place thing event substance or quality
nurse n [person] [] ci49830

[doctor,attend,injured,worked,psychiatric,hospital,millard,shortly,quickly,hicks,fallen,bed]
Def: the title given to a person whose job is to care for people who are ill or injured esp
in a hospital
nutritionist n [] [] ci49898 [doctor,advised,see,diet]
Def: nil
opinion n [] [] ci51022 [doctor,referred,specialist,second,results,blood,test]
Def: an opinion is also a judgment made by an expert
opinion n [] [] co40120 [independent,buy,house,doctor,asked,specialist,second,xrays]
Def: an opinion from an expert is the advice or judgement that they give you in the
subject that they know a lot about
opinion n [] [] lg40148 [second,doctor,decide,operation]
Def: professional judgment or advice
palliative n [] [] ci52434
[hospital,offers,chemotherapy,advanced,cases,cancer,doctor,prescribed,eased,pain,prol
onged,illness]
Def: being a drug or medical treatment that reduces pain without curing the illness itself
panoply n [] [] ci52542
[whole,remedies,drugs,available,modern,doctor,million,watched,television,couple,marrie
d,full,royal,ceremony,trumpeters,bishops,lords,ladies,splendid,clothes]
Def: a wide range or collection of different things
paper n [] [] co41254 [evidence,doctor,qualifications,declared]
Def: a paper agreement qualification etc is one that is written down and officially
recognized or agreed but perhaps not useful or valuable
persistence n [existence] [] co42472
[suddenness,depression,saw,doctor,ties,countryside,uncommon]
Def: the persistence of something is the fact of its continuing to exist for a long time
physio n [] [] ci54587
[complex,house,athletes,coaches,doctors,physios,competition,doctor,recommended,sho
ulder]
Def: physiotherapy or physiotherapist
practice n [business] [] co44582
[medical,prefer,consult,doctor,private,paying,patients,solid,career,country,law,doctors,liv
ed,earnings,general]
Def: a doctors or lawyers practice is the place where they work often with a group of
other doctors or lawyers and where their patients or clients go to see them

practice n [] [md,lw] lg43514 [doctor,jones]
Def: regular work of a doctor or lawyer
predecessor n [] [] lg43604 [new,doctor,younger]
Def: a person who held an official position before someone else
privation n [] [] lg44027 [great,doctor,forbade,eat,sugar]
Def: a loss of something of great importance to ones way of living
progress n [] [] ci58098
[technological,rapid,last,years,driving,lessons,feel,afraid,slow,kitchen,lunch,later,doctor,
good,probably,hospital,week,recent,free,elections,step,countrys,democracy,yachts,crew,
relatively,north-easterly]
Def: advancement to an improved or more developed state or to a forward position
prophecy n [] [] ci58281
[minister,suggested,dire,prophecies,leading,environmentalists,somewhat,exaggerated,d
oom,gloom,help,economy,end,rich,older,man,exactly,true,nostradamus,french,doctor,ast
rologer,wrote,book,ask,sara,genius,art]
Def: a statement that says what is going to happen in the future esp one which is based
on what you believe about a particular matter rather than existing facts
providence n [] [] lg44494 [seemed,doctor,happened,passing,accident]
Def: a special act showing gods care or the kindness of fate often in the phr divine
providence
provision n [] [lw] lg44514/lg44516
[according,agreement,money,paid,monthly,amounts,doctor,agreed,africa,year,take,famil
y]
Def: [ a condition in an agreement or law proviso]
pulse n [beat] [mdzp] ci58905/lg44742
[raced,heart,beat,quickly,doctor,measured,womans,childs,strong,weak,running,fast,incr
eases,rate]
Def: [ the regular beating of blood in the main blood vessels carrying blood from the
heart esp as felt by a doctor at the wrist, the regular beating of the heart esp when it is
felt at the wrist or side of the neck]
pulse n [] [] ci58906
[doctor,took,looked,worried,opinion,poll,take,nation,find,accept,new,tax]
Def: if you take someones pulse you hold their wrist and count how many times their
heart beats in one minute
quack n [person] [mdzq] ci59446/lg44968
[doctor,see,cure,strange,herbs,believe,treatment,work]

Def: [ a person dishonestly claiming to have special esp medical knowledge and
practising a skill he does not have, a person who dishonestly pretends to have medical
skills or knowledge]
qualification n [] [] ci59500
[nursing,experience,necessary,job,qualifications,work,sense,humour,doctor,years]
Def: a qualification is also an ability characteristic or experience that makes you
suitable for a particular job or activity
qualification n [] [] ci59507
[qualifications,proposal,accepted,doctor,leave,hospital,day,dressing,changed]
Def: nil
recurrence n [] [] ci60872
[doctor,told,hospital,symptoms,per,cent,fall,breast,cancer,women,drug]
Def: nil
referral n [] [] ci61003
[doctor,gave,consultant,immediate,urgent,cases,hospital,essential]
Def: nil
reflex n [response] [] co47836/co47838
[doctor,checked,find,wrong,normal,occurs,breastfeeding,interrupted,instant,please,bitter,smile,almost,news,disaster]
Def: [a reflex is a sudden and uncontrollable movement made by a part of your body
which is caused by pressure or a blow that affects a particular nerve,something that you
do or say immediately and without thinking about it whenever you have a particular kind
of experience]
reflex n [] [] ci61048
[doctor,hit,below,knee,test,reflexes,psychologists,studied,conditioned,animals,hundred,y
ears,sorry,punched,response]
Def: an uncontrollable physical reaction to something
reflexes n [] [] lg45842
[tennis,players,quick,drink,alcohol,drivingits,bad,doctor,hit,knee,hammer,test]
Def: actions done in reply to an outside influence esp considered for their speed
regimen n [] [md] ci61141/lg45898 [follow,heart,attack,doctor,strict]
Def: [ a fixed plan of food sleep etc in order to improve ones health, any set of rules
about food and exercise that someone follows esp in order to improve their health]
regiment n [] [] ci61142
[regiments,commanded,colonel,soldiers,city,country,whole,see,doctor]
Def: a large group of soldiers or more generally any large number of things or people

reputation n [name] [] co48505/co48506
[school,exam,results,acquired,good,writer,doctor,children,earned,formidable,opponent]
Def: [the reputation that an institution has is is the opinion that people have about how
good it is,the reputation that someone has is the opinion that other people have about
them as a result of what they do and the way that they behave]
reputation n [] [] ci61732
[good,doctor,company,worldwide,quality,destroyed,caught,stealing,money,hotel,bad,est
ablished,entertaining,speaker,gained,acquired,herself,expert,manager,find,impossible,li
ve]
Def: what people in general think or say about someone or something how much
someone or something is generally liked admired or respected based on past behaviour
character etc
rest n [] [] ci61960 [doctor,prescribed,pills,told,weeks,good,nights,decent,boss,gives]
Def: rest is the state in which you are relaxing and not doing anything active
rule n [guideline] [] co50037
[doubt,dry,clean,important,consult,doctor,promptly,follow]
Def: a rule is the course of action that you should take in order to do something properly
or to achieve a particular goal
scan n [] [] ci64692
[understandably,worried,doctor,told,brain,pregnant,woman,ultrasound,check,baby,devel
oping,normally]
Def: a scan is also a medical examination in which an image of the inside of the body is
made using a special machine
score n [] [] ci65006
[high,low,heard,latest,cricket,highest,season,anna,average,exams,add,lets,see,whos,w
on,half,stood,final,afternoons,match,goal,absolutely,brilliant,whats,doctor,serious]
Def: a score is the number of points goals etc achieved in a game or competition
screen n [separate] [] ci65187
[nurse,pulled,bed,doctor,examine,patient,private,trees,bottom,garden,hid,ugly,factory,wa
lls,front,fire,children,playing,cafs,criminal,activities]
Def: something vertical which separates one thing from another esp to hide something
or to protect you from something unpleasant or dangerous
search n [] [] lg48154 [lost,child,doctor,sick,wife,birds,flying,south,winter,sun]
Def: an act of searching
sedative n [] [md,rx] lg48259#lg48261
[doctor,gave,sick,man,help,sleep,medicine,effects]
Def: [ a drug acting against nervousness excitement or pain and usu causing sleep]

sedative n [] [] co51534 [doctor,prescribed]
Def: a sedative is a medicine or drug that calms you or makes you sleep
set n [group] [] ci66623
[bought,charles,mandy,cutlery,wedding,tools,car,tool,job,selling,sets,encyclopaedias,adv
ertisement,television,threecd,cole,porter,songs,new,box,beatles,music,released,cd,cassette,boxed,doctor,sympto
ms,establish,priorities]
Def: a group of similar things or people that belong together in some way
sham n [] [] ci66986
[turned,wasnt,doctor,claimed,election,fair,appears,rich,fine,clothes,dream]
Def: someone or something that is not what it pretends to be or pretence
shot n [] [] ci67537
[heroin,doctor,gave,morphine,senators,presidential,campaign,needs,injected,profession
alism]
Def: a shot of a drug is the amount of a particular drug whether medical or illegal which
is put into the body by a single injection
shot n [] [] co52858 [doctor,gave,morphine,kill,pain]
Def: a shot of a drug is an injection of it
shroud n [] [] co53043 [doctor,wanted,sheet]
Def: a shroud is a cloth which is used for wrapping a dead body in
sight n [] [md] lg49226 [tested,doctor,good,man,age]
Def: the sense of seeing the power of the eye eyesight vision
sign n [showing] [] ci68192
[inability,handle,situation,weakness,fact,eating,feeling,better,black,clouds,sure,rain,sear
ched,hat,anywhere,search,team,find,climbers,doctor,listened,old,mans,heart,life]
Def: something showing that something else exists or might happen or exist in the
future
simper n [smirk] [] co53395 [maid,lowered,chin,thank,doctor,nurse]
Def: when someone simpers they smile in a rather silly way
sister n [] [] co53561
[death,occurs,hospital,ward,nearest,relative,manning,doctor,see]
Def: a senior nurse who supervises a hospital ward used in british english
slander n [smear] [] ci68906/co53814
[ordinary,working,doctor,suing,partner,grounds,publicly,accused,sexual,harassment,brin
ging,complained,systematic,campaign,agency,article,universally,accepted,distinction,lib
el,regarded,remarks,good,name]

Def: [a slander is an untrue spoken statement about someone which is intended to
damage their reputation, a false spoken statement about someone which damages their
reputation or the making of such a statement]
soreness n [] [] ci70409 [feel,press,arm,doctor,asked,ankle,sprained,last,month]
Def: nil
sound n [] [] ci70509 [symptoms,describe,wed,better,doctor,seems,serious,leaving]
Def: nil
spatula n [] [] co55147 [smooth,icing,cake,doctor,inspecting,throats]
Def: a spatula is an object like a knife with a wide flat blade which is used in cooking
and by doctors
specimen n [sample] [] ci70902#co55244/co55245
[detailed,character,send,handwriting,address,hundred,teachers,receive,copies,dictionar
y,youll,charged,failing,provide,analysis,stopped,police,drunk,driving,doctor,took,blood,p
atients,arm,sent,jar,told,bring,urine,sample,following,day,matt,fine,man,miserable,childr
en,copy,form,look,fill,opened,bank,account,asked,signature]
Def: [a specimen of something is an example or small amount of it which shows you or
gives an idea of what the whole of it is like,a specimen is also a small quantity of
someones urine blood etc which is examined in a medical laboratory usually in order to
discover whether they are ill, a specimen of urine or blood is a small amount of urine or
blood used for testing]
spell n [period] [] ci71003
[lived,brief,captain,team,unhappy,working,engineer,unemployment,geoff,finally,job,spells
,sickness,winter,dizzy,doctor]
Def: a period of time for which an activity or condition lasts continuously
splint n [] [] ci71255 [doctor,arm,bandaged]
Def: a long flat object used as a support for a broken bone so that the bone stays in a
particular position while it heals
starch n [carbohydrate] [fo,si] co56115/lg50918
[doctor,recommend,limiting,amount,fat,diet]
Def: [ a white tasteless substance forming an important part of foods such as grain rice
beans and potatoes,starch is also a white substance that is found in quite large
amounts in bread potatoes pasta rice etc]
sticker n [notice] [] ci72585/co56481
[rear,save,whales,bumper,window,windscreen,doctor,gave,child,saying,brave,doctors,ca
r,cars,porsche,disabled,price,stickers,shoes,wanted,buy,know,actually,cost]
Def: [a sticker is a small piece of paper or plastic that you can stick onto a surface it has
writing or a picture on one side and adhesive material on the other side, a sticker is a
small piece of paper or plastic with a picture or writing on one side and glue or other

similar substance on the other side so that it will fasten to a surface]
stomach n [] [] ci72864
[dog,died,cancer,alive,feeding,tube,nose,pumped,food,trousers,tight,doctor,asked,lie,co
uple,hours,eating,james,terrible,ache,bed,days,bug,sight,blood,churns,turns,stomachchurning,ferry,crossing,newhaven,dieppe,eat,spicy,delicate,hungry,stomachs,started,gro
wling,rumbling,missed,game,pains,felt,knot,nervousness,pit,suggested,cup,tea,settle,la
st,nights,meal,upset]
Def: an organ in the body where food is digested or the front part of your body below
the waist
stool n [excretion] [] ci72928 [told,doctor,passing,bloody,stools]
Def: a piece of excrement
stretcher n [conveyance] [] co57035 [lay,doctor,explained]
Def: a stretcher is a long piece of canvas with a pole along each side which is used to
carry an injured or sick person often into an ambulance
succession n [] [] succession%1:04:00::/succession%1:07:00::
[played,trumps,doctor,saw,sequence,patients]
Def: [the action of following in order; "he played the trumps in sequence",a following of
one thing after another in time; "the doctor saw a sequence of patients"]
suffocation n [] [] ci74092 [according,doctor,death,resulted]
Def: nil
superficiality n [] [] ci74358
[despite,analysis,book,contains,interesting,new,ideas,impossible,conceal,knowledge,str
uck,doctor,says,wound,heal,quickly]
Def: nil
supply n [] [] ci74470
[birds,generally,nest,minutes,flying,steady,food,whenever,baby,large,unlimited,drink,doct
or,prescribed,months,tablets,possibility,chemical,fertilizers,pollute,regions,water,demand
,cheap,housing,far,outstrips,reliable,source,raw,materials,strawberries,plentiful,moment,
short,ship,sunk,armys,line,cut,enemy]
Def: nil
surgery n [advice,consulting_room] [] ci74614#co57982
[doctor,see,office,open,saturday,mornings,hours,saw,poster,doctors]
Def: [ the fixed period of opening of a place where you can go to ask advice from or
receive treatment from a doctor or dentist,a surgery is the room or house where a
doctor or dentist works and where people go to receive advice or minor treatment]
surgery n [session] [] co57983&co57984
[doctor,morning,outside,hours,please,phone,emergency]

Def: [a regular period of time when people can visit their member of parliament in order
to discuss their problems used in british english,a fixed period of time each day when
patients can see their doctor at his or her surgery used in british english]
surgery n [operation] [] ci74606/co57981 [open-heart,hipreplacement,eye,injury,cured,doctor,performed,gave,aikman,percent,chance,full,recover
y,september,underwent,eight,hours,left,knee,six,weeks,ago,needs,major,leg,minor,mrs,
nuttall,good,remove,tumour,patient,suffered,heart,attack,undergoing,brain]
Def: [ the treatment of injuries or diseases in people or animals by cutting open the body
and removing or repairing the damaged part,surgery is medical treatment in which the
body of a person or animal is cut open so that a surgeon can repair or remove the part
which is causing the problem see also plastic surgery]
suture n [] [] ci74768 [doctor,six,sutures,wound,face]
Def: a stitch used to sew up a cut in a persons body
swab n [medicine] [] ci74776 [nurse,cleaned,cut,leg,take,ear,doctor]
Def: a small piece of soft material used for cleaning a cut or for taking a small amount
of substance from a body or the substance itself which can then be tested
swimming n [] [] ci74978 [doctor,recommended,best,all-round,exercise]
Def: nil
tension n [] [] lg52802 [doctor,suffering,nervous]
Def: a feeling of nervous anxiety worry or pressure
term n [] [] lg52824
[contract,near,think,asking,better,doctor,wife,day,give,birth,child,travel,air]
Def: an agreed or set period of time at the end of a period after which something is to
happen etc
termination n [] [] ci76340
[although,pregnancy,planned,happy,turned,possibility,suggested,doctor]
Def: a termination is the intentional ending of a pregnancy usually by a medical
operation
time n [period,minutesdaysyears] [] ci77475#ci77503
[enjoyed,bored,stayed,best,restaurant,live,new,york,ago,last,heard,holiday,weeks,office,
prime,introduced,large,changes,spent,florence,rome,children,yes,paula,ill,took,magazin
es,help,pass,essay,better,sydney,wed,save,journey,train,spare,free,exist,space,passed,
slowly,recovered,injuries,grew,fascinated,subject,young,dad,moved,marched,saw,car,str
aight,moment,stood,curtains,faded,youll,forget,course,holes,formed,rock,doctor,says,sc
ars,fade,worked,short,period,resignation,statement,minister,wanted,able,spend,family,kil
ling,till,school,term,begins]
Def: [ a particular period of seconds minutes hours days weeks months years etc for
which something has been happening or which is needed for something or which is

available for something, that part of existence which is measured in seconds minutes
hours days weeks months years etc or this process considered as a whole]
tingling n [] [] ci77686 [chest,doctor]
Def: nil
title n [person] [] ci77815
[whats,professor,doctor,princess,royal,bestowed,eldest,daughter,sovereign,ninth,earl,m
arlborough,retain,honorary,nonexecutive,chairman,job,managing,director,changes,qualifies,staff,nurse,phillipa,duggan]
Def: a word which is used before someones name stating their social rank
qualifications position in an organization sex etc
tonic n [] [] ci78099
[hed,feeling,low,illness,doctor,prescribed,caffeine,became,familiar,component,kinds,toni
cs,health,drinks,once,isolated,coffee,bean,magazine,lively,interesting,pictures,alone,ne
w,player,proved,raise,standard,teams,game]
Def: a liquid medicine which has the general effect of making you feel better rather than
treating a particular health problem that you might have
track n [] [] ci78585
[job,lawyer,changed,completely,became,doctor,took,academic,high,school]
Def: track is also sometimes used to refer to the direction in which someones job or
education develops
triplet n [] [] ci79234 [amazed,doctor,told,triplets]
Def: one of three children born to the same mother at the same time
twist n [] [] ci80040
[slight,rules,allow,take,competition,story,took,new,media,reports,doctor,resigned,surpris
e,incident,latest,continuing,saga,fraud,high,scandal,banks,stockbroking,firms,cruel,fate,r
unning,own,business,fortune,wont,spoil,end,book,telling,happens,unexpected,plot]
Def: a twist is a change in the way in which something happens
virus n [] [] co64041 [doctor,assured,infection,last,week]
Def: a virus is a kind of germ smaller than bacteria that can cause disease in people
animals or plants
visit n [] [] ci82388
[think,fit,space,museum,washington,ill,pay,hairdressers,town,cut,short,peter,rings,expec
ting,doctor,midday,school,inspector,last,week,stop,cup,tea,flying]
Def: nil
visit n [] [] co64067 [doctor,patients,afternoon,sick,home]
Def: if a professional person such as a doctor or solicitor visits a patient or client they go
and see them in order to give them professional advice

vocation n [] [] ci82464
[teachers,regard,profession,job,minister,turned,politics,felt,hed,youve,missed,liz,nurse,b
egan,feel,church,true,age,joined,seminary,work,medicine,doctor,sense,merely,financial,r
eward]
Def: a type of work that you feel you are suited to doing and to which you should give
all your time and energy or the feeling of suitability itself
wait n [] [] ci82715 [three-hour,see,doctor,anxious]
Def: nil
ward n [unit] [] co64453 [doctor,insisted,staying,days,antenatal,observation,worked,nurseries,hospital]
Def: a ward is a room or section of a hospital which has beds for several people who
have similar illnesses or injuries or who need similar kinds of care
week n [] [] ci83440
[performance,play,tomorrow,holiday,starts,saturday,check,meet,sunday,see,doctor,friday
]
Def: the expressions a week on tuesday and tuesday week both mean one week after
tuesday and can be used in the same way for any day
wing n [] [] co65815 [watched,doctor,waiting]
Def: the wings on a stage in a theatre are the sides of the stage which the audience
cannot see because of curtains or scenery
wish n [desire] [] ci84737
[grandpas,greatest,grandchildren,doctor,express,see,accordance,wishes,buried,wife,the
yve,deliberately,sold,apartment]
Def: a desire for something
word n [] [] co66173
[fathers,rang,head,shaking,unable,believe,own,doctor,downhill,fast]
Def: someones words are what they say or write at a particular time
work n [responsibilities] [] co66229 [loads,early,days,finish,doctor,interesting,varied]
Def: work is the tasks and duties which are your job and which you are paid to do
work n [] [] lg56581 [medicineas,doctor,home,eat]
Def: the nature or place of a job or business
wound n [injury] [md,m1] ci85413/co66509#lg56664
[healing,died,nine,days,shooting,police,victim,lying,alley,gunshot,chest,doctor,death,due
,multiple,stab,wounds,neck,upper,body,nurse,carefully,bandaged,received,leg,required,s
even,stitches,horrified,workmates,saw,collapse,blood,pouring,open,gaping,flesh,deep,pr
ide]

Def: [a wound is damage to part of your body especially a cut or a hole in your flesh
which is caused by a gun knife or other weapon, a damaged area of the body such as a
cut or hole in the skin or flesh made by a weapon, a damaged place in the body usu a
hole or tear through the skin esp done on purpose by a weapon such as a gun]
QUERY: nadamas
cputime in sec : 441.2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

